Thousands of children die every year from diseases that are easy to diagnose and treat. A study from rural Tanzania shows that health workers usually don’t do those investigations that are required to identify some of these deadly illnesses. The likely consequence is mismanagement and unnecessary deaths.

Pneumonia, diarrhea, and malaria are usually not life-threatening conditions. But proper diagnosis determined by careful examination of patients is nevertheless important to distinguish serious from less serious cases, and to ensure that less serious cases are managed in a way that prevents them from developing into more serious ones. It is therefore crucial that health workers possess the skills and make the efforts needed to make a proper diagnosis of these children.

Weak adherence to clinical guidelines
Health workers in Tanzania are supposed to follow the WHO guideline for Integrated Management of Childhood Illnesses (IMCI) in outpatient consultations with children less than five years of age. These guidelines are designed to make it easy to discover the most common causes of childhood illness and to identify appropriate treatment in poorly-resourced contexts.
MISSING THE ESSENTIALS? CHILDREN CAN BE SAVED IF THEY ARE MORE CAREFULLY EXAMINED

Our study from rural Morogoro and Dodoma shows that the average health worker performs 25% of the core items required by the IMCI guidelines. This score is obtained while being observed by a peer in the consultation room. One may suspect that the normal level of adherence is even lower.

Figure 2 reports the share of children that were examined with each of the core IMCI assessment tasks. There is only a 55% probability that the doctor will ask the caretaker whether the child has fever (when this symptom is not mentioned by the caretaker). For all others signs and symptoms, the probability that the doctor would ask or check is less than 50%. Some IMCI procedures are hardly ever performed.

**Signs of serious illness not checked**
A trained clinician may be able to discover serious illness without performing every single IMCI assessment task. However, there seems to be a systematic pattern that even some of the most important signs and symptoms of serious diseases are not assessed.

Most children attending an outpatient department present with fever. The level of fever is an important sign of the severity of the disease, but only 45 per cent of children with fever get their temperature measured (Figure 3).

Malaria is one likely cause of fever. To rule out cases of complicated malaria, which is more likely to cause death, the doctor should inquire about presence of convulsions and check for anemia (for example by checking for paleness of the palms). Very few doctors perform these tasks (20 per cent and 28 per cent, respectively) (Figure 3). However, many doctors said that it is not necessary to...
ask about convulsions, because any caretaker with a convulsing child would immediately tell the doctor. While this may be true in most cases, one should nevertheless ask whether it is satisfactory that doctors work on this assumption.

Pneumonia is another potential killer disease that may present with fever. To check for this possibility, the doctor should simply ask about presence of cough, but this question is asked in less than 50% of the cases (Figure 3).

This suggests that signs of serious disease are systematically overlooked in patients with fever.

Most children presenting with cough or diarrhea are also not examined for some of the most important signs and symptoms of serious illness. To diagnose severe pneumonia in children with cough, the doctor should count the respiratory rate and check for chest wall in-drawing. Only 14 and 18 per cent of the children are examined for these symptoms.

Also, very few doctors auscultate the chest of a child with cough, even if most doctors have a stethoscope.

For children with diarrhea, it is vital to check whether they are dehydrated or not. The preferred method is to pinch the abdominal skin and assess whether the skin goes back more slowly than usual. Only one in four children with diarrhea is examined for signs of dehydration (Figure 5).

More careful diagnosis can save lives
The figures above suggest that children in rural Tanzania systematically are receiving health services below required and desired levels. The main problem is not that clinicians do not adhere 100 per cent to the IMCI guidelines, but that important signs of severity and potentially deadly conditions are missed out.

More careful examination of children can save lives. One tragic example encountered by our research team was a four months old baby who died from severe... signs of serious disease are systematically overlooked in patients with fever.
dehydration on the fourth day after she presented at a dispensary with diarrhea and vomiting. During these four days, the little girl was managed with four antibiotics, one antimalarial and only one packet of oral rehydration fluid. If the child had been properly examined and categorized for dehydration – and appropriate treatment with enough fluids had been given – her life would have been saved.

Policy questions
Why do health workers offer poor quality services? Don’t they know what they are supposed to do? Or do they have too many patients, effectively forcing them to make a quick diagnosis without thorough examinations? Or do they just simply not want to do it?

Results from the MAP project suggest that neither lack of knowledge nor lack of time is the constraining factor for clinicians in rural Tanzania.

These findings are presented in CMI Brief Vol 10 no. 2, entitled Huge potential for improved health service quality.